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The page you are looking for might have been removed, had its name changed, or is temporarily
unavailable.Internet Information Services IIS. Type them in the search bar! You have come to the
right place. If you dont see the user manual for your machine, give us a call and well be happy to get
it to you at 18664559900. Its compact size allows you to conveniently transport it from one location
to another, and the lightweight design fits easily on any desk. Complete with a precision margin
edge guide and a convenient carrying handle, the comb selection guide allows easy selection of the
correct size plastic comb and the adjustable edge guide allows for the use of oversized covers. The
easy to use GBC C95 Plastic Comb Binding Machine is the perfect solution for home or small
business with occasional binding needs. ACCO started in 1883 and soon revolutionized the offices,
schools and work spaces by creating ring binders, paper clips, and the staplers. GBC is a leading
manufacturer of paper shredders, laminating machines, binding machines and report covers and
folders. GBCs flagship shredder, GDX1813 CrossCut Jam Free Shredder, is popular among offices. It
has an incredible shredding capacity with the ability to shred a variety of nonpaper items. In
addition, GBC takes pride in producing the worlds fastest laminator known as HeatSeal QuickStart
H420 and H320 which is jam free and laminates 14 letter sized documents based on total time taken
from power on. GBC is committed to create strong and successful brands that will be recognized
worldwide as market leaders. Having a strong focus on the future, it realizes that it is very important
to strive and improve the value and competitive position of its products. It leads the way in providing
document security solutions for every office and personal need. Binding machines bind a book
together. They are mostly used in educational institutions, offices, book publishing, advertising and
marketing
industries.http://www.acaimacunaima.com.br/datamont/userfiles/car-driving-manual-in-hindi.xml

combbind c95 manual, combbind c95 instructions, gbc combbind c95 manual, 1.0,
combbind c95 manual, combbind c95 instructions, gbc combbind c95 manual.

There are many different types of binding machines. Binders can be manual or electric. The can be
velo binding, comb binding, and pro click. Akiles and GBC manufacture quality binding machines.
The price was excellent, order shipped and received promptly. It works great and was shipped out
very quickly. The staff was very friendly and helpful. Prices are subject to change based on your
order and delivery locations and the applicable retail storePlease wait. added to cart Continue
shopping 5 or. The GBC C95 Comb Binding Machine is an inexpensive way to bind books, reports
and other documents. This machine can punch up to 15 sheets of paper at a time and can create
books up to 170 pages thick. Adjustable edge guide ensures precision punching alignment.
Removable punch handle stores in base, while easygrip carry handle makes binder easy to move.
Internal clippings tray is accessible from the bottom for fast and easy clean up. Backed by GBCs
1year limited warranty.No shipping Signature may be required upon delivery if If you require
shipping to an address that does. This item may be a floor model or store return that has been used.
See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. Why has joined their
sister company ABC Office to provide our customers with a greater product selection, while offering
the same great prices and service you have come to love and expect.Why has joined their sister
company ABC Office to provide our customers with a greater product selection, while offering the
same great prices and service you have come to love and expect.Why has joined their sister company
ABC Office to provide our customers with a greater product selection, while offering the same great
prices and service you have come to love and expect.We Accept Purchase Orders Click for Details
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The GBC C95 comb binding machine is an inexpensive way to bind books, reports and other
documents. This machine is compatible with most comb binding
elements.http://www.progettorlando.unina.it/public/car-dealer-manuals.xml

Buy yours today! Pictures, intellectual content and text are Copyright and Trademark protected.
RoundRing, 75% Recycled, Black RoundRing, 75% Recycled, White RoundRing, 75% Recycled, Black
We will check it out. Well certainly do our best to make the service highlyavailable though, and the
results accurate. Please upgrade your browser to improve your experience. GoFrom electrician to
head chef, care assistant to courier, youll find thousands of new opportunities on Jobs From Gumtree
Search Jobs Please see similar ads below.Comes with three batteries, mains charger, car charger,
controller, iphone 6 2016, 64GB wI no longer play games and hence do not need it. Open to any
questions and reasonable offersStill set up if viewing with water in required.Collection only.Buyer
will need to collect.Has had a replacement zip put in and some ware. Cost 200Just nowExcellent
condition. Also have car and caravan for sale 40. Collection MusselburghJust nowJust nowJust
tablet.no keyboard, no pen, no charger. Can deliver for fuel.Just nowBought from Furniture Village
cost almost 3000 will accept 750 If you collect by Wednesday 3 September. First to see will buy.Just
nowMatching picture also on gumtree.Just nowJust nowValid Sunday 27th September onlyI now cant
goJust nowMy son looked amazing in it with some plain black trousers, had loads of coJust nowThe
over all design is simply stunning. With an exceptionally solid appearance, this single Louis bed
frame is sure to be a solid piece of bJust nowJust nowJust nowJust nowJust nowUse 2 Times. Loock
like newJust nowJust nowOFFERS PLEASE funds for towards our local football clubJust nowRecord
base unit. Good working order and condition. Buyer to collectJust nowCompletely clean no muck,
dirt or oil anywhere. Rear stunt pegs. Viewings and test rides welcome my postcode is CO3 3DP. I
am also able to provide the followingJust nowIt was bought from Amazon a year ago for 30. I used
this to ship for my small business and it was great.

Comes with original box and manual. Capacity 55lb or 25 kg. Collection only in BJust nowIn good
condition. All parts there, just has sun fade from being in the garden. Can be easily folded for
storage. Can be used indoors and outdoors. Ready for immediate collection. From pet and smoke
free homeJust nowIt does have a bit of damage as you can see in the photos. A few of the drawers
don’t lock with the keys and aren’t as smooth to open and close as others but still work fine.Just
nowJust nowPerfect condition and perfect working order.yes it is fix. Strait and thrue. Is 3 speed
fixed gear no free hub. Will not send or deliver. Thanks. ErdingtonJust nowJust nowLimited is a
credit broker, not a lender. Introductions are limited to motorLondon Place, London, SE1 2AF, UK.
VAT No. 345 7692 64. Manual punch for modest volume binding needs 15 sheet punch capacity,
binds up to 170 sheets Builtin carrying handle for mobility Manual punch for modest volume binding
needs 15 sheet punch capacity, binds up to 170 sheets Builtin carrying handle for mobility Limited 1
year warranty Additional Information Item Code C95 Get Latest Price from the seller We are the
authorized Business partners for BENQ range of Multimedia Projectors and Plasma Screens, and
represents WHITEMARK for its complete range of presentations solutions like Ceramic Steel boards
White, Chalk, Green, Resin Surface Boards, Melamine Surface Boards, Pin Up Boards. We do home
theatre for boardroom integration. Get Best Deal I agree to the terms and privacy policy All rights
reserved. The GBC C95 comb binding machine is an inexpensive way to bind books, reports and
other documents. Order yours today! If you think that you will able to make this machine work for
the office purpose then you are wrong as it can only punch up to 15 sheets. However, this is great
for my personal usage. 5 Out of 5 Written by Jeremiah January 02, 2010 Items arrived in plenty of
time for Christmas and in good shape. Order today.
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Krka National Park National Parks Life After Death Niagara Falls Croatia Around The Worlds
Explore Adventure Waterfalls Plus Hosting Suspended site In the last few days I had a better
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opportunity to discover Croatian culture. Even though I consider the long stories hiding behind cities
and well known places such as museums, E Electric Coil Binding Renz Plastic Punch Manual Paper
Bag User Guide Renz Combi E Electric Plastic Comb Binding Machine Save on Renz Combi E
Electric Plastic Comb Binding Machine from MyBinding.com. Fast free shipping and guaranteed
lowest prices. Pinterest Explore Log in Sign up Privacy. Something went wrong. Trusted seller, fast
delivery and easy returns Learn more eBay Money Back Guarantee Get the item you ordered or your
money back.Get the item you ordered or your money back.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and
AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. The GBC Binding Machine manuals are sorted by
popularity among Guidessimo users by the number of downloads and views on our website. Please
check your inbox, and if you can’t find it, check your spam folder to make sure it didnt end up there.
Please also check your spam folder. However, they have taken the binding world by storm. With the
help of former GBC design engineers, they have built some of the strongest and most reliable
desktop binding equipment available on the market. Every piece of DFG equipment is built with care
and is designed to be both durable and feature rich. Digital Finishing group is dedicated to providing
the best service to their customers at very reasonable prices. Engineers The Help Desktop It Is
Finished Good Things Group Digital Design Design Comics 410 Not Found DFG or Digital Finishing
Group is a relative newcomer to the market.

http://cootowlaw.com/images/buick-lucerne-manual-2008.pdf

Wire Binding Punch Tool Electrical Wiring Sheet Metal Tool Design Pitch The Help Technology
Sheet Metal Backsplash E Titan Wire L 21 Heavy Duty Electric Wire Binding Machine Save on E
Titan Wire L 21 Heavy Duty Electric Wire Binding Machine from MyBinding.com. Fast free shipping
and guaranteed lowest prices. Order today. Wire Binding Punch Tool Electrical Wiring Sheet Metal
Tool Design Pitch The Help Technology Sheet Metal Backsplash E Titan Wire 31 Heavy Duty Electric
Wire Binding Machine Save on E Titan Wire 31 Heavy Duty Electric Wire Binding Machine from
MyBinding.com. Fast free shipping and guaranteed lowest prices. Order today. Coil Binding
Proposals The Help Punch Scale Electric Technology Digital Modern DFG ETitanCoil Eagle Heavy
Duty Punch and Power Bind Machine Save on DFG ETitanCoil Eagle Heavy Duty Punch and Power
Bind Machine from MyBinding.com. Fast free shipping and guaranteed lowest prices. Order today.
Machine Image The Help Electric Larger Printer Plastic Business Shop Storage E Titan Comb Heavy
Duty Electric Comb Binding Machine Save on E Titan Comb Heavy Duty Electric Comb Binding
Machine from MyBinding.com. Fast free shipping and guaranteed lowest prices. Order today. Wire
Binding Punch Tool Tool Design Pitch The Help Tools Craft Life Hand Crafts DFG Titan Wire 31
Pitch Double Loop Wire Binding Machine Save on DFG Titan Wire 31 Pitch Double Loop Wire
Binding Machine from MyBinding.com. Fast free shipping and guaranteed lowest prices. Order
today Coil Binding Proposals The Help Lighter Punch Scale It Cast Metal Books DFG TitanCoil Ultra
Heavy Duty Coil Binding Machine Save on DFG TitanCoil Ultra Heavy Duty Coil Binding Machine
from MyBinding.com. Fast free shipping and guaranteed lowest prices. Order today. Pinterest
Explore Log in Sign up Privacy. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading.

http://cool-grey.com/images/buick-nailhead-manual-transmission.pdf

In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next
or previous heading. Please try your search again later.The GBC C95 Comb Binding Machine is an
inexpensive way to bind books, reports and other documents. Backed by GBCs 1year limited
warranty.To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a
simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later.
The Old Man on the Bus 5.0 out of 5 stars I would recommend purchase of this machine by small
office or small church office. Stepbystep binding guide While some steps in these instructions can be
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used as a guideline for other binders, this instructional focuses on the CombBind 210. Free
Shipping, Wilson Jones CB256 Spiral Binding.Rexel Cb256Rexel CB256 Comb Binding Machine
Manual Compact Binds 170 Sheets Punches 15x80gsm Sheets Ref 2101105. Click to open expanded
view. Condition is Used but in relatively good condition, in original box albeit battered. GST Note
GST will be added to the final bid price of this item. GST will be added to the buyers premium. 30
May 2016 Consult your owner’s manual to determine the correct punch setting for next time. 2. The
punching handle gets stuck in position. Replacement for CB405. Fully featured manual comb and
wire binder with high punch capacity. The CB 256 is manually operated, but it also comes in an
electrical model which is slightly heavier at. The Core Policy Focus on the pdf document, not product
model Focus on English, not multilingual Focus on consumer electronics, digital products,
automobile and household appliance Clear repeated documents with the same content of different
file names Keep one pdf file applied to multiple product models and multilingual NonEnglish users
guide, owners manual and operating instruction will be delisted.

There may perhaps be popular traits or options for systems formulated for organizations in certain
industries, but each small business will have to personalize their method so it operates at highest
effectiveness with their business office. This may perhaps suggest having the technique intended for
typical use and collaborating with a skilled to personalize the process to your work ecosystem. GBC
CombBind C20 Binding System, 20 Sheet Punch Capacity, 320 Sheet Binding Capacity, Black
7706172 Guidelines For Selecting A Wire Binding Machine A Wire Binding Device is a will have to
have for any business enterprise or individual who is involved in the preparing of reports or
compilation of documents. These devices are utilised to align documents, punch them and enclose
the particular person sheets of paper into sets forming total documents. GBC CombBind C20 Binding
System, 20 Sheet Punch Capacity, 320 Sheet Binding Capacity, Black 7706172 Decrease Lodge
Operational Fees and Increase the Visitor Working experience With a Lights Management Program
The electricity price of a resort visitor place can be lessened with the use of a lights command
program. It is a costproductive addition to any hotel, with its means to lower the use of electrical
energy even though enriching the hotel experience. In addition, it allows homes to decreased their
carbon footprint and market strength performance. GBC CombBind C20 Binding System, 20 Sheet
Punch Capacity, 320 Sheet Binding Capacity, Black 7706172 The Fellowes Helios sixty thermal
binding machine is a robust nevertheless very simple binding device that pairs simple, force button
operation with a significant 600 webpage binding ability. These machines are utilised to align files,
punch them and enclose the specific sheets of paper into sets forming entire paperwork.

GBC CombBind C210E Binding Machine 7708175 How To Uncover The Most effective Professional
Popcorn Machine For Your Organization There are lots of alternatives which a firm could take edge
of even though looking for the potential which is available with investments made into a commercial
popcorn device. A huge range of firms could advantage from the utilization of all these devices when
trying to get to make cash, boost corporation morale, or even get a good profit of the popcorn
accent. Theaters make investments into all these equipment as a fundamental type of lowvalue food
items supply, which they could make a incredible volume of dollars on. GBC CombBind C210E
Binding Machine 7708175 Clearly, they wouldn’t want to depart their personalized tech system out
of their web site incredibly very long, so they would have to at least stand close by the charging
station, and thus subjected to numerous business messages. It is a expenseefficient addition to any
lodge, with its potential to reduced the use of electrical power while enriching the resort experience.
In addition, it allows attributes to reduced their carbon footprint and endorse energy performance.
The Fellowes Helios 60 thermal binding device is a strong yet very simple binding device that pairs
easy, drive button operation with a significant 600 web page binding capacity.They are in a position
to dispense a extensive variety of drinks including tea and do not need to have coins or tokens to
run, although they can have this features if necessary. GBC CombBind C55 Manual Comb Binding
Machine 7708900 Guidelines For Deciding on A Wire Binding Equipment A Wire Binding Machine is



a must have for any business or personal who is associated in the preparation of reports or
compilation of files. These devices are utilised to align documents, punch them and enclose the
person sheets of paper into sets forming full files.

In general, plastic card printers are coming down in value and are getting to be the norm, replacing
to a huge degree what applied to be standard, namely the card laminating devices. Just one more
case in point of plastic displacing paper it appears to be. Obviously, plastic has pros. It is additional
durable, a lot more resilient and, as we will see, a plastic badge can encode a appreciably far more
numerous form of facts than paper. GBC CombBind C55 Manual Comb Binding Machine 7708900
What come about to your device, then. It turns into weary, dirty, and even outdated seeking. This
variety of device will lower the attractiveness and expertseem of your retailer. Even so, do not be in
a hurry to purchase a new item and sale your outdated machine. In some simple methods, you can
change your register again into its newly and experienced look easily. GBC CombBind C95 Binding
Machine, 15 Sheet Punch Capacity, 175 Sheet Binding Capacity, Gray W59103 Gains of Installing an
ATM Machine for Your Organization We reside in a earth that has a need for pace. We are living in
the quickly lane and gradual and regular is no for a longer time trendy. We want it all and we want it
now. We want our meals shipped in a lot less than 30 minutes and are photographs printed in much
less than an hour. No person likes waiting and why need to they. Technologies has created it
possible for us to have the matters we want quicker, devoid of the want to compromise on quality.
Even when it will come to dollars, the detail that makes the earth go spherical, we do not want to
wait in prolonged strains, or push all the way to the financial institution. GBC CombBind C95
Binding Machine, 15 Sheet Punch Capacity, 175 Sheet Binding Capacity, Gray W59103 What Is a
Slot Punch. A slot punch is a gadget applied to build an rectangular gap in a laminated document or
other rigid material.

In this short article, we find out far more about how slot punches get the job done and share a few
guidelines for properly using a slot punch with your laminated documents. GBC CombBind C95
Binding Machine, 15 Sheet Punch Capacity, 175 Sheet Binding Capacity, Gray W59103 Sometimes,
buyers do not like to hold out their receipt just mainly because of this specific issue. Even, they may
assume that your company is less professional because they will need to wait around for a lengthy
time just to get their invoice. GBC CombBind Prepunched Paper, Binding, 8.5 x 11 Inches, White,
500 Sheets per Pack 2020046 Decide on Your Black And White Copier With Care When deciding
upon your black and white copier you want to acquire the finest a person for your demands. It can
help if you question oneself a few of concerns prior to going searching. You can then slim down the
selection of alternative obtainable centered on your answers. GBC CombBind Prepunched Paper,
Binding, 8.5 x 11 Inches, White, 500 Sheets per Pack 2020046 Paper File Folder Solutions for
Workforce on Fieldwork So what selections do you have for place of work products and solutions to
carry alongside for the duration of industry is effective. The possibilities assortment from the
rudimentary letter or authorized sized file folders, envelopes and aluminum type folders. GBC
CombBind Prepunched Paper, Binding, 8.5 x 11 Inches, White, 500 Sheets per Pack 2020046 Some
folks will recommend that you purchase an analog black and white copier as they are more simple
and less difficult to use. But knowhow has arrive on so much that practically all copier companies
only deliver digital designs. This can necessarily mean that you are limited in decision when
purchasing for an analog copier. You may possibly be able to come across a 2nd hand product at a
wonderful rate. But if one thing goes improper you may obtain it challenging to locate a repairman.
GBC CombBind Spines, 0.

625 Inch, 125Sheet Capacity, Black, 25 per Box 4090046 The Humble Black And White Copier Has
Improved So Considerably Are you looking for the best black and white copier. Thankfully copier
equipment have enhanced drastically since the very first a person hit the sector. In the previous
times you required a good deal of place to household your copier device not to mention a lot of



endurance while you waited for it to operate by way of each and every work. Some places of work
applied to employ a complete time photocopying assistant who experienced the wonderful task of
standing by the copier all working day building sure the paper didn’t run out or get trapped inside of
the equipment. GBC CombBind Spines, 0.625 Inch, 125Sheet Capacity, Black, 25 per Box 4090046
Decide on Your Black And White Copier With Treatment When picking out your black and white
copier you need to have to invest in the best just one for your demands. It will help if you request
oneself a few of queries prior to going procuring. You can then slim down the variety of choice
available centered on your solutions. GBC CombBind Spines, 0.625 Inch, 125Sheet Capacity, Black,
25 per Box 4090046 Frosted glass boards blend in with many sorts of decor, and they are far more
expert, attractive alternatives which have rapidly gone in to substitute the traditional white boards.
GBC Designer Frosted Front Report Cover, 11.5 x 9.3 Inches, 30Sheet Capacity, Black W21512B
Should really You Lease or Purchase Designer Business office Home furniture. It can be a really
hard determination to make when picking in between leasing or acquiring designer business
furnishings. There are pros and disadvantages to the two alternatives. Hopefully by contemplating
the professionals and disadvantages of each and every you will be improved ready to make a choice
for what is the most appropriate choice for your business enterprise. GBC Designer Frosted Front
Report Cover, 11.5 x 9.

3 Inches, 30Sheet Capacity, Black W21512B The Humble Black And White Copier Has Enhanced So
Significantly Are you searching for the excellent black and white copier. Fortunately copier
machines have improved significantly given that the very first just one strike the marketplace. In the
aged times you necessary lots of area to residence your copier machine not to mention a lot of
endurance though you waited for it to operate by every career. Some places of work applied to use a
full time photocopying assistant who had the lovely work of standing by the copier all working day
creating positive the paper didn’t run out or get trapped within the device. GBC Designer Frosted
Front Report Cover, 11.5 x 9.3 Inches, 30Sheet Capacity, Black W21512B If not, they are
spectacular cases. They are pretty handy goods for each compact companies as effectively as
massive organizations. GBC Designer Two Pocket Folders, Letter Size, 60 Sheet Capacity, Black, 5
Folders per Pack W55518 Present day Office Desires Designer Chairs Getting ergonomic business
office furnishings will deliver positive aspects to employees this kind of as limiting their bodily
tiredness. Business owners also profit from getting ergonomic household furniture due to the fact
their employees become a lot more effective. GBC Designer Two Pocket Folders, Letter Size, 60
Sheet Capacity, Black, 5 Folders per Pack W55518 A4 Folders A4 folders are created to provide as
an attractive defense device for documents or reviews generated in the A4 structure. They can be
out there in single thickness PVC or polypropylene. A4 folders can be customized with a selection of
printing alternatives accessible. Business names and logos can be printed on them, as nicely as
marketing locations. GBC Designer Two Pocket Folders, Letter Size, 60 Sheet Capacity, Black, 5
Folders per Pack W55518 To find out more, including how to control cookies, see here.

Heavy Duty OD4000 RhinOTuff Binding Machine George,UT,USA The DFG GC300 electric business
card finisher features heavyduty allmetal construction, selfsharpening blades, an easytouse design,
and all while being able to support 8 or 12 up card cutting. The DFG GC 300 business card slitter
makes the decision easy.Check out the GC300 business card finisher for your business today. Please
be sure to choose either 8 up or 12 up card cutting in the dropdown menu above when placing your
order.Product Details8 up or 12 up cutting at the same price!Maintenance free.FullBleed gutter
cutting.All steel construction, no breakable plastic parts.Userfriendly design.SelfSharpening
Blades.Works with all types of printers. Smoke and pet free308189 In good cosmetic and working
condition. Parts move freely. Comes with a box of binding combs. Please look at the pictures and let
me know if you have any questions. Thanx for looking. Condition is Used. Shipped with FedEx
Ground or FedEx Home Delivery. Condition is Used, but fully functioning with no major dents or
scratches. Ships free! Feel free to email me with any questions. The unit is in excellent condition.



Barely used. Please see all photos for details. Has been covered when stored in between jobs. Hasnt
been excessively used. Handy little machine to have around. Will include any unused plastic
ibacombs. Heavy Duty industrial tabletop machine. Has a little surface wear and scuffing. Sold as is,
thanks for looking. PayPal provides fast and secure transactions. We ship to confirmed PayPal
address. No Checks or escrow. Canadian buyers are responsible for all custom brokerage GST and
PST charges Shipping Information We usually ship within 12 days after payment has been received.
Our address for pickup is SUM Computers Inc. 4945 Monaco St Commerce City CO 80022 Warranty
Information All items come with 30 Days warranty unless stated otherwise in the description. Please
read description.

If the item arrives damaged please let us know and we will file a claim with the shipping company.
Sorry we do not offer any warranties on the batteries software and operating system issues.
Feedback and Contact Information Our system is automated and will leave positive feedback upon
receiving positive feedback. Please contact us if there are any issues with the item. Please give us an
opportunity to resolve the issue before leaving any bad feedback. We try our best to explain the item
with utmost accuracy but sometimes there are human errors. Please do not hesitate to email or call
us with any questions or concerns. This punch and binder is good for making calendars and business
booklets up to 3 cm thick about 200 pages and 13 inches wide. 1.5 mm of sheets can be punched at a
time about 25. The machine comes with one punch die and 1000 wire o bindings. The machine is in
very good condition and has only seen light use. This is an industrial machine with high output
capability.Sold asis, as pictured. Includes no additional accessories beyond what is pictured. If you
need any further information about this item, please ask any questions prior to purchase. About We
are NES Sales, Northeasts industrial source. We provide the highest quality new, used, refurbished
and fully guaranteed.You can purchase with complete confidence that the equipment will be
provided in excellent cosmetic operational condition. Associated StoresClick Hereims.83290
loc.BREAKDOWN Sold asis, as pictured. Associated StoresClick Hereims.86098 loc.WR41C1 It is
missing the edge guide, but if you align the edge of the paper with the corresponding lines, you
should be fine.At least thats how I did it and worked just fine. Please look at all the pictures as they
are part of the description and feel free to contact us if you have any questions. Thank You!
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